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usefulness of townsmen as sources of profit, but they were
often slow to recognise that it was to their own interest to
encourage rather than to victimise those whose task was the
production of money. There were notable exceptions, such
as the counts of Flanders, who already in the eleventh century
assisted the development of the great industrial towns of the
Low Countries, and kept in check the pillaging instincts of
the feudal nobility. Soon there came a change of mind in
others, when they realised how much it was to their own
interest. The circulation of money was beginning to be a
matter of importance to lay society. The lay lords required
money for crusades and other military expeditions, and also
for the purchase of luxuries which commerce was bringing to
their doors. They were often forced to borrow, and money-
lending became a thriving business, at first mainly in'the
hands of the Jews. By the twelfth century many lords had
come to recognise the profits they could acquire from fostering
the work of the townspeople, and allowing them rights which
were necessary for their economic development. Besides
the personal freedom which was assured to every inhabitant
of a town, they might obtain the right of acting together as
a corporation to regulate their economic life and sometimes
their political life as well. The privileges they acquired
varied considerably from place to place, ranging from almost
complete self-government to the bare right of exemption
from tolls in certain districts. But none of them, north of
the Alps, escaped from the feudal environment; they were
all, even the most highly privileged, under an overlord.
While towns that were under a lay lord could take advant- Hostility to
age of the pecuniary needs of their masters, those that were
under a bishop or a monastery were much less fortunately
placed. The lay nobles usually did not live in the towns,
except in South France and Italy. The bishops' palaces
were in the towns, and it was natural that the formation of
a commune should appear to them as a subversive element
dangerous to their authority. And so it often was. Risings
against a bishop,1 and the temporary formation of an inde-
pendent commune, begin in the second half of the eleventh
century to be a regular phenomenon. When the local clergy
1 In South France these risings were as often directed against a lay lord
as against an ecclesiastical.

